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                            FIAS celebrates WADA’s Play True Day Together with sambo athletes around the World


                                                
                                                
                            
                                    
                            
                            
                        
                        

                            The International Sambo Federation (FIAS) has distinguished the World Anti-Doping Agency’s (WADA) Play Authentic Day by dispersing tshirts commemorating the initiative into the activity’s athletes.

Play Authentic Day is devoted to wash game and is meant to improve awareness of athletes, both the people about the worldwide struggle against doping.

The inspiration for this particular initiative is due to an 2013 WADA-hosted instruction summit, that was attended by 17 Latin American states that were the driving force behind the initiative.

While it was started as a tiny initiative, this grass roots movement has gained momentum together with many businesses, such as for instance FIAS, and states participate in

Back in 20-16, FIAS established its #FairSambo effort that attempts to offer the planet governing body the chance to coach, to advertise clean game and also to observe the various motives to”play authentic”.

“With all our athletes and also the federal member federationswe can impact that this momentum to generate a universe where the sterile athlete awakens, a universe where athletes elect to keep cleanse of selfrespect, fairness into their individual competitors and to the pure joy that game attracts,” that a FIAS statement .

“Let us observe April 10 as Play Authentic Day together to highlight the gains of fresh game sambo.”

In August of this past year, FIAS organized an anti-doping educational conference in Mexico.

The occasion was held in Acapulco on the sidelines of this Panamerican Sambo Championships.

Trainers, coaches and other team agents participate in FIAS holding the convention for the fourth time in a row at the local contest.
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                            Female Sambo fighters Point brawl outside the ring in All-Russian Contests


                                                
                                                
                            
                                    
                            
                            
                        
                        

                            The 22nd International Sambo Tournament for both Women and Men Is being held in Vladivostok.

Sambo athletes, for example female, staged an entirely unsportsmanlike brawl throughout a Sambo championship on Russky Island, near Vladivostok.

REN TV has released a video by the fitness center of cina Federal University (FEFU) campus, that shows a athlete hitting a portion of those audiences, after an athlete at a blue kimono strikes a sambist in red shorts.

Supporters of this struggle showed prudence and were able to distinguish the participants at the brawl. The reason why of this episode aren’t reported.

The 22nd global sambo championship for women and men is now being held at the spot. The contests are all specialized in Yury Potapov and therefore are called”Memorial Yuriya Potapova.” 200 leading athletes representing 20 Russian places have assembled Russky Island.

Video: Female Sambo fighters point brawl at the championship on Russky Island at Vladivostok
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                            International Sambo Federation enjoy fresh standing as IOC-recognised game at SportAccord Summit


                                                
                                                
                            
                                    
                            
                            
                        
                        

                            International Sambo Federation (FIAS) Vasily Shestakov has hailed his own game’s first appearance in a significant meeting as it had been recognised with the International Olympic Committee (IOC).

The FIAS has been allowed provisional recognition by That the IOC Executive Board at a meeting in Tokyo last November and which has been followed , throughout the SportAccord Summit, by being chosen as members of this Association of IOC Recognised International Sports Federations (ARISF).

“We have had an excellent week with all our new status to be recognized by the IOC,” Shestakov told insidethegames.

“We have had lots of high tech meetings, for example with [IOC President] Thomas Bach.

“He congratulated us and welcomed .

“He explained we now have a whole lot of job to do as time goes on and we chased him for his assistance ”

Being allowed IOC fame was that the culmination of a successful effort by FIAS, based in 1992.

“we all understand that this is simply the very first step along how to a single day to becoming a portion of this Olympic programme,”” Shestakov explained.

“the next thing for the Federation is full [IOC] comprehension.

“We aim to work closely with the IOC sport section to successfully realize our goal”

FIAS Additionally held a meeting using ARISF President Raffaele Chiulli, now also officially chosen as the new head of the Global Association of International Sports Federations.

“ARISF enjoy the job we now Are doing, and this is closely aligned using the IOC fundamentals, for example sustainability and gender equality,” Shestakov explained.

Throughout the Last week, FIAS held working meetings with all an Olympic Channeland also the International University Sports Federation and the International School Sports Federation.
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